Correspondence / Obituary

branch of surgery. Would anyone interested in joining in and forming such a group please write to The Secretary, Corneal Unit, Eye Department, City Hospital, Lisburn Road, Belfast BT9.

Obituary

Dame Ida Mann, CBE, MA, DSc, MB, BS, FRCS, FRACS

Dame Ida Mann died in Perth, Australia, on 19 November 1983 at the age of 90. She was born in London and educated at its university. Early in her career she published The Development of the Human Eye (1928) and Developmental Abnormalities of the Eye (1937), which immediately marked her as an individual of outstanding ability. Her embryological studies became the standard works on the subject and have stood the test of time. In 1927 she was appointed to the honorary staff at Moorfields Eye Hospital, and in 1941 she became the Margaret Ogilvie’s reader in ophthalmology at the University of Oxford. The appointment carried with it the senior surgeonship of the Oxford Eye Hospital. She accepted this appointment on the assurance that laboratory space would be provided. Lord Nuffield then gave the University £25,000 to build a laboratory, endow a research assistantship, and provide running costs. Her first task at the Nuffield Laboratory of Ophthalmology was to investigate the effect of war gases, and by relating pathology to embryology and to biochemistry she was able to add facets of ophthalmic knowledge outside the grim requirements of war.

In 1945 she was appointed the first professor of ophthalmology at Oxford University. In 1949 she resigned her appointments at Oxford and London to emigrate to Perth in Australia as the wife of Professor William Ewart Gye, FRCS, whom she married in 1944. There her interest in ophthalmology was reawakened by the finding of trachoma among the Aborigines in the Northern Territory, and she became consultant ophthalmologist to the Government of Western Australia. The influence of climate and geography on disorders of the eye became the main subject of her research and formed the basis of her Bowman lecture in 1961. She received many honours and she was fortunate in having them offered at a time when she had original work on hand. She was made CBE in 1950, and in 1980 she was appointed DBE for her services to Aboriginal welfare.

It was impossible to meet Dame Ida Mann, even for a few minutes, without being struck by the sparkling brilliance of her intellect. Her lively sense of curiosity was not limited to ophthalmology, so she was able to cast light on any subject under discussion, usually in a most original way. Her move to Australia no doubt fulfilled the aims of her inner life and provided her with lasting happiness. Nor is there any doubt that British ophthalmology, particularly London ophthalmology, lost an inquiring and leading spirit when she left these shores.

Victor Alexander Faris Martin, formerly senior ophthalmic surgeon to the Eye and Ear Clinic, Royal Victoria Hospital, and the Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick Children, died suddenly on 11 March 1983 while on a skiing holiday in France. He was 70.

Martin was born in Ulster in 1912. His early education was at Friend's School, Lisburn, and later at Royal Belfast Academical Institution. His medical training was at the Queen’s University, Belfast, where he qualified in 1936. This was followed by residential posts at the Princess Louise Children's Hospital, London, and later at St George's Hospital, Ilford. In late 1937 he joined the Royal Air Force with a regular commission and saw much service overseas in Transjordan, Sudan, the Western Desert, Palestine, and South Africa. After a short period of home service at Farnborough, Inverness, and Andover he retired to civil life in 1945 with the rank of wing commander.

He then decided to specialise in ophthalmology, and having obtained the FRCS in Edinburgh he continued his studies in London and Oxford and took the DOMS and DO Oxon. In 1949 he was appointed to the consultant staff of the Benn Hospital in Belfast and later to the Belfast Hospital for Sick Children. He moved to the new Eye and Ear Hospital at the Royal Victoria Hospital when these departments were transferred in 1964 and worked there until he retired in 1978. He was also chief ophthalmic consultant to HM Forces in Northern Ireland.

On top of a heavy hospital workload, which included undergraduate teaching, and a busy private practice, he was involved with the work of the School for the Blind at Jordanstown, of which he was a governor. He also played a prominent role in medical politics. He was a past president of the Belfast Division of the BMA. For several years he was on the Council of the Faculty of Ophthalmologists and a member of the Ophthalmic Group Committee of the BMA, and also a member of the Ophthalmic Nursing Board. He was a staunch supporter of the Irish Ophthalmological Society, of which he was president in 1974-5, and of the Oxford Congress, of which he was a former deputy master.

Victor Martin was a warm and friendly colleague. He was always ready to put forward his point of view and hold to it steadfastly but was always courteous and considerate. His energy was boundless and he was always active at work or hobby. Some years before he retired he closely supervised the building of his beautiful home 'Drummamaddy' on the slopes of the Mourne Mountains, and he was never happier than when working in his lovely garden. He also enjoyed golf at the nearby Royal County Down links or relaxing in his caravan in Donegal. Skiing became and remained one of his favourite hobbies, and he died as he would have wished, while skiing after three score years and ten of active and fruitful life, free of any suffering or the frustrations and infirmities of old age. He will be greatly missed by his friends, who for many years enjoyed the warm welcome which he and his wife Eirene gave to all in their lovely home. To his wife and two sons we extend our deepest sympathy.
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